VENOUS VALVULAR RECONSTRUCTION IN POST-THROMBOTIC SYNDROME

A new technique
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ABSTRACT:

Venous valvular reconstruction in post-thrombotic syndrome. A new technique.

Patients affected by post-thrombotic syndrome at clinical stage C6 CEAP present invalidating symptomatology often not controllable with conservative therapies.

Deep veins valves reconstruction enables the patient to achieve clinical benefit. Femoral transposition and venous segment transplantation are not feasible in all situations, due to anatomical and technical limitations. These reasons have led different authors to develop techniques of valvular reconstruction.

We have applied a new valvular reconstruction technique in the case of 7 patients on whom it was not possible to perform a conventional operation.

Outcome evaluation needs a long term follow-up but good preliminary results suggest continuing with this technique. (J Mal Vasc 2002; 27: 218-221)


INTRODUCTION

Deep venous reflux may cause chronic venous insufficiency, which is often not controllable with pharmacological and compression therapies. Significant symptoms, the occurrence of trophic lesions and frequent recurrent deep thrombosis, inevitably lead to a deterioration of the patient’s quality of life and impair his ability to work. The consequent working hours lost have a high social cost (1). The venous hypertension in the limbs and the impossibility of decreasing pressure values by getting the patient to walk cause altered hemodynamic homeostasis and the consequent symptomatology. Recovery of valvular function consents a normalization of pressure status and allows the hemodynamic equilibrium of the limb to be totally or partially restored (2-5). This event results in an immediate or long-term improvement in the efficiency of associated surgical therapeutic procedures for the superficial venous system or perforating veins also conservative medical treatment (6).

A post-thrombotic reflux syndrome cannot always be corrected by the presently applied techniques and this led the authors to look for alternative solutions (7-20).

MATERIAL AND METHODS

The preoperative study includes a Duplex scan, air plethysmography, ascending and descending phlebography (21, 22). The selection standards are the same as those applied to patients enrolled for valvular transposition and transplantation. Inclusion criteria were deep venous insufficiency CEAP: C6 CEAP present invalidating symptomatology, deep venous muscle pump PTPF, with an ulcer that had not healed after more than 5 years. Exclusion criteria were insufficiency of venous muscular pump (23) and thrombosis due to congenital coagulation disorders. In fact, new valves were created in cases in which it was technically impossible to proceed with one of the above operations. All
patients were informed about this surgical possibility and gave their informed consent in writing. The patient is normally under conditions of subarachnoid or epidural anesthesia during the operation and antibiotic prophylaxis is short-term. The limb must be in a state of equilibrium, ie be free of edemas at the time of surgery. This should be achieved by compression therapy and/or manual lymph-drainage. Before the intervention a short-elongation bandage is applied, extending from the foot to the knee.

**SURGICAL TECHNIQUE**

The technique consist in the creation of a valvular cusp by dissection of the femoral venous wall to obtain a single or bicuspid valve. The first one appears to be easier to obtain and is of equal hemodynamic efficiency. The dissection is facilitated by the post-thrombotic wall thickness (24, 25). The patient position is clinostatic and the limb slightly abducted to expose the crural area. An incision that is 10/15 cm long is made along the line of the cutaneous projection of the superficial femoral artery.

The superficial femoral artery is reached vertically, great care being taken to spare the deep lymphatic collectors. The common femoral vein is carefully isolated at its point of bifurcation; the superficial femoral vein and profunda femoral vein are also exposed to obtain complete and safe control of the whole area (fig. 1). The venous segment identified as the valvular reconstruction site is carefully liberated by accurate dissection of the adventitial layer. 150 UI/kg sodium heparin is administered intravenously and will not be neutralized at the end of surgical procedure. Light coated clamps are positioned and a longitudinal phlebotomy is performed to obtain a panoramic view of the inner venous wall (fig. 2). A blade is then used to perform parietal dissection to create a cusp which is derived by the union of the two dissection lines: transversal and longitudinal (fig. 3). The free edge must be as long as half the circumference of the vein and must run for 1 cm downwards like the body of a cone. The free edge of the cusp thereby obtained is fixed distally (fig. 4) and the same suture will close the phlebotomy (fig. 5). At the end of suture it is easy to evaluate valve continence. The vacuum drainage is inserted before anatomic closure. Microsurgical instrumentation and surgical glasses must be used. The use of intermittent pneumatic compression or compression stocking is recommended.

At the end of surgical procedure a bandage is applied from the foot to the thigh, with an adequate being applied to the middle of the thigh. Vacuum drainage is maintained until the fourth post-operative day to avoid lymphorrhrea and lymphocele, which are two of the most annoying complications of this procedure and which delay healing and also cause long-standing medial inflammation of the thigh. It is recommended that the patient should walk on the second post-operative day but active mobilization of the limb is carried out on the first post-operative day. Sodium heparin is administered intravenously for two days and is subsequently substituted by oral anticoagulant therapy (INR range 2/3). This therapy is usually carried on for about 6 months.

**RESULTS**

This surgical technique was used on seven patients (3 females, 4 males, age min 42 max 76, average 58.6) with a follow-up period ranging between 1 to 14 months (average 7.9). Postoperative (descending) venography was performed in all cases (1 month after surgical procedure); thrombosis had not occurred and venous competence was noted in all patients. Trophic lesions that had resisted common therapeutic procedures for more than 5 years healed within 4 to 23 weeks (average 11). The reflux registered at the popliteal level by a duplex scan was less than 1 sec in 6 patients, while only 1 patient presented a reflux of 2.5 sec (which was in any case less than the pre-operative value of 4.5 sec). All preoperative reflux values were more than 4 sec. Trophic lesions also healed. An air-plethysmography post-operative evaluation showed VFI values ranging between 1.8 and 4.3 (average 2.9) in 6 patients. The patient showing a higher VFI value (4.3) had popliteal reflux during the 2.5-sec Duplex scan due to parallel reflux.

**DISCUSSION**

The technical aspects of deep vein valve reconstruction of primitive venous valve insufficiency differ from secondary or post-thrombotic deep vein valve reconstruction (26-29). In fact in cases of primitive venous valve insufficiency valvular cusp reconstruction is possible when they are present and prolapsed (30-34) but this is not feasible in post-thrombotic situations due to the valvular disruption caused by the thrombotic process. Femoral transposition and valvulated venous segment transplantation (35) are the surgical techniques normally performed in cases of post-thrombotic syndrome. They are not always feasible due to technical difficulties (transposition), valve incontinence or incongruent size (transplantation) (36, 37). For these reasons, different authors have been motivated to develop different valvular reconstruction techniques. Post-thrombotic syndrome causes venous wall damage with these typical features: wall and valvular edge thickening, partial and total destruction of the valvular apparatus. This evidence and on the anatomical detection of wall thickening have led us to develop a new valvular reconstruction technique. Accuracy in patient selection is a fundamental step towards achieving a good outcome. Age does not represent a limit but the patient’s ability to perform normal physical activities is very important.

Follow-up is still insufficient to validate this new technique but the absence of venous segment thrombosis, the most feared complication, should be noted. In four cases, the endothelium side was placed facing the venous lumen and in three cases facing the valvular pocket: no thrombosis was detected in either solution. In only one case was a bicuspid valve created (last case with a one month follow-up); in all other cases a single cusp was created. In the patient with the post-operative reflux of 2.5 sec the descending venography showed a parallel reflux through the deep femoral vein with valve continence of the superficial femoral. This raises the question of whether to apply this technique, when possible, in the popliteal vein to avoid failures due to parallel reflux (36).
Fig. 1. – Common femoral vein, superficial femoral vein and profunda femoral vein exposed to obtain a complete and safe control of the area.

Exposition de la veine fémorale commune, de la veine fémorale superficielle et de la veine fémorale profonde.

Fig. 2. – Longitudinal phlebotomy and exposure of the inner venous wall.

Phlébotomie longitudinale et exposition de la paroi veineuse interne.

Fig. 3. – Parietal dissection.

Dissection de la paroi.

Fig. 4. – The cusp is fixed to the vein wall.

Fixation de la valve à la paroi veineuse.

Fig. 5. – The same suture will close the phlebotomy.

La fermeture de la phlébotomie se fait avec la même suture.
CONCLUSION

This techniques enables valve continence to be restored in many cases, although the short follow-up does not allow us to validate its long-term effectiveness.
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